Abstract -Coverage and consistency are two most considered metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of network alignment. But they are a pair of contradictory evaluation metrics in protein-protein interaction (PPI) network alignment. It is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve high coverage and consistency simultaneously. Furthermore, existing methods of multiple PPI network alignment mostly ignore k-coverage or k-consistency, where k indicates the number of aligned species. In this paper, we propose BalanceAli, a novel approach for global alignment of multiple PPI networks that achieves high k-coverage and k-consistency simultaneously. With six data sets consisting of various numbers of PPI networks from five species, we evaluate the experimental results using different k values. The performance evaluations of our approach against other three state-of-the-art methods demonstrate the preferable comprehensive strength of our approach.
network alignment provides a bridge to transfer knowledge from well-studied species, such as yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae or worm Caenorhabditis elegans, to less well-studied species such as human, thus leading to new discoveries in evolutionary biology. (2) In addition to cross-species transfer of functional knowledge, network alignment can also be used to infer phylogenetic relationships of different species based on similarities between their biological networks [2] .
Network alignment approaches can be categorized into local alignment and global alignment. Local network alignment aims to find smaller subnetwork with high similarity, such as protein complexes, irrespective of the overall similarity of compared networks [3] . Since the subnetwork can overlap, a node can be mapped to multiple nodes in the other network [4] , [5] . Many network alignment methods focus on local alignment. However, local alignment approaches are generally not capable of finding global graph mappings between input networks [6] . Therefore, most of the recent efforts have been attracted to global network alignment, which typically aims to map entire networks to each other and maximize overall similarity of the compared networks [7] . According to the number of networks to be aligned, network alignment approaches can be either pairwise or multiple. Pairwise network alignment aligns only two networks at a time, whereas multiple network alignment can align more than two networks at the same time.
In this paper, we focus on the alignment of multiple PPI networks, which generates many-to-many mapping as the result of alignment.
B. Related Work
The general idea behind network alignment approaches is to obtain similarities between nodes in different networks, and identify the most high-scoring mapping from all possible alignments. Most existing network alignment algorithms adopt the node cost functions which combine biological information and network topology together. In the following, we review the related research on PPI network alignment.
For pairwise alignment, IsoRank is a typical global network alignment algorithm for biological networks [8] . The idea of PageRank algorithm is borrowed to compute the similarity of protein pairs. Intuitively, two nodes from different networks are similar if their neighbors are similar. A pairwise functional similarity score between nodes of the two networks are assigned to filter candidate pairs. With the similarity matrix, IsoRank find the global alignment using a greedy algorithm. MAGNA [22] is a recently proposed pairwise global network alignment method based on genetic algorithm. It uses genetic algorithm to choose high score alignments by combining topological and biological factors into an objective function.
More recent research works focus on multiple global network alignment such as IsoRankN, SMETANA, NetCoffee, BEAMS. IsoRankN [9] is extended from IsoRank, which uses spectral clustering on a graph to improve the global multiple network alignment. It produces aligned clusters where each cluster can contain multiple nodes from the same network. SMETANA [10] is to find the maximum expected alignment for large networks effectively. It aligns global multiple networks in two stages. Firstly, it calculates node similarities based on its node cost function using a semi-Markov random walk model, which serves as a probabilistic measure between nodes. Then, it applys a greedy approach to produce the alignment with maximum expected accuracy. NetCoffee [11] is another recently proposed global multiple align approach. It combines sequence similarity and topological similarity together to align multiple networks globally. It is the first multiple network aligner calculates weighting scores of two nodes not only based on pair of networks, but also on a triplet approach across multiple networks, which is similar to the multiple sequence aligner T-Coffee [12] . Alken et al., provided a heuristic method based on backbone extraction and merge strategy (BEAMS) for the global many-to-many alignment of multiple PPI networks [13] . They decomposed the alignment process into two phases: backbone extraction and backbone merging. In the first phase, a partite node similarity graph is constructed among the given networks by identifying a set of disjoint cliques from the similarity graph that maximizes the number of conserved edges between each pair of cliques. Once all the backbones are determined, the backbone merging phase repeatedly merges the cliques to form aligned node clusters until the alignment score can no longer be maximized.
C. Motivation
Coverage and consistency are two most considered metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of network alignment. Achieving high coverage and consistency at the same time is one important goal of network alignment. However, other than these overall measures, it is more important to achieve more in-depth measures of high k-consistency (a categorized consistency according to k different species) and high k-coverage (a categorized coverage according to k different species) in multiple network alignment simultaneously. Unfortunately, existing multiple global alignment methods mostly concern with only overall coverage and consistency instead of high k-coverage and k-consistency. To eliminate these limitations, we propose a global alignment algorithm that is robust and scalable for multiple networks, which can achieve balanced high k-coverage and k-consistency simultaneously.
II. METHODS AND ALGORITHMS A. Preliminary Definition
A PPI network for a certain species can be represented as a graph G = (V, E), where a protein node is modeled as a vertex v, v ∈ V , and each connection e i j = (v i , v j ), e i j ∈ E, where i, j are node identities, denotes the experimentally or computationally determined interaction between two proteins.
Instead of the properties of single node, the higher-order topological structures in a network indicate more information to be utilized as subgraphs, which are also referred to as network motifs [14] . For example, a triangular motif as a higher-order topological is composed of three nodes where every node is a neighbor of the other two nodes. A triangular motif can be formally denoted as With the definitions and notations above, our global multiple network alignment algorithm follows two phases: weighting match connections and selecting high score match connections heuristically, which results in optimized global alignment. The algorithm is explained in the following sections in details.
B. Combinatorial Weighting Strategy
We utilize both biological similarity between proteins and topological similarity between PPI networks to weight match connections. Our combinatorial weighting strategy is implemented by an integrating function W (v
We denote the weighting contribution from biological similarity between proteins as W bio and the one from from topological similarity across networks as W topo . Then the integrating function is formulated as following:
where α is a customized parameter controllable for the contribution of W bio and W topo to the combinatorial weighting.
1) Biological Similarity: Taking biological similarity into consideration to support the alignment process facilitates a compelling alignment result. Protein sequences imply invaluable information and it is assumed that homologous proteins tend to have similar sequences. We quantify the biological similarity by searching and comparing protein sequences to find homologous sequences with calculated statistical significance For each protein node in each bipartite network, we apply Protein to Protein Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLASTP) [15] to have it compared with every protein node in the other network. This all-against-all sequence comparison returns Expect values (E-value) by BLASTP describing the number of hits that can be expected to get by chance. For a pair of proteins, the lower the E-value means the more statistical significance of their similarity. We utilize such significance results and set a threshold cutoff to weight each match connection
with a significant score s e for its biological similarity only if its E-value is within the set threshold:
2) Topological Similarity: Besides biological similarity, the topological similarity of the PPI network is another important factor in our alignment algorithm. We propose a score scheme utilizing higher-order topological structure. Other than properties of single node such as degrees, higher-order topological structure in a network like the pair connection and triangular motif provides additional and valuable topological information for similarity comparison. We utilize such structures to calculate topological similarity, which catches more regional characteristics in higher level and decrease the possibility of false alignment based solely on similarity of lower-order topological patterns.
We first eliminate all match connections in each bipartite network that are weighted zero by W bio , and then initialize the W topo of remaining match connections to be zero for further weighting according to higher-order topological similarity. Then, in the bipartite network B xy , every remaining match connection is assigned with a score s c by one whenever there is a match connection between their neighbor nodes. Next, a match connection will be further assigned a triangle score s t if there is a match connection between their neighbor nodes while the two neighbor nodes are also connected with an edge in their PPI networks respectively. Finally, the W topo is assigned to a match connection by adding its two scores s c and s t with corresponding number of existing topological structure k 1 , k 2 : 
C. Alignment Through Heuristic Selection
Combining the biological similarity with the topological similarity together supplies a comprehensive integration of information in supporting the alignment. With such combinatorial weighting strategy, we are able to assign integrated weights W on the match connections in all bipartite networks and based on which generate a pool of candidate match connections for heuristic selections to produce matchsets and implement global alignment of multiple networks.
1) Candidate Pool Construction : Our combinatorial weighting strategy quantify the quality of remaining match connections in all bipartite networks, while the quantity of which is quite large for computational efficiency. On the other hand, match connections with greater combinatorial weight should be more favored and have more probability to be selected in composing the matchsets. Based on these perceptions, we further process the weighted match connections to collect a pool of candidate connections with elevated probability for matchset selection.
We first apply maximum cardinality bipartite matching [16] , which results in the bipartite network with a maximum number of match connections whose sum of the weights is as large as possible. The resulted match connections are lesser while preserving the prior qualities generated by the combinatorial weighting, which are all collected to construct the candidate pool. Then for the candidate in the pool, we elevate more potential candidate match connections with higher weights and weaken the less potential ones for the alignment in the following step. We assign every candidate in the pool a probability p i to facilitate the future selections according to their combinatorial weight W as:
where N is the population of the candidate pool. Then we generate the cumulative probability distribution (CDF) [17] over the pool using their proportional probability, where more favored candidate match connections hold more proportional width in the pool.
2) Heuristic Selection : Different selections from the candidate pool can form various matchsets that represent different alignment results. To help decide which are the best selections, we calculate the alignment score S(M) for a possible alignment results with matchsets M. The matchsets that has highest score is then the best alignment. For calculating S(M), we first obtain the score of a matchset m with function f :
where W i is the weight of a match connection in a matchset and N m is the number of match connections in a matchset. Then the score function S for the whole alignment results is:
where m i is a matchset connection in the matchsets and N M is the size of matchsets M in the alignment. We obtain the final global alignment results by incrementally select a candidate match connection from the constructed pool and merge into different existing matchset or create new one according to a merging rule (Line 4 of Algorithm 1).
For each selection, we utilize fitness proportionate selection strategy, which is also known as Roulette Wheel Selection [17] to give more chance of selecting a match connection with higher probabilistic each time from the pool. We realize it by applying an uniform random number from the range [0, 1) on the CDF, where the inverse of the CDF of the pool for that random number will return a selection with more favor to compose a matchset.
Algorithm 1 Heuristic Selection
Input: maximum temperature T max , candidate match connection pool P, β Output: best aligned matchsets M best
elseif rand() < ex p(
end if 11. end while 12. return M best ← M current ;
The merging rule for a match connection e included in an existing matchset, then there are two possible actions to be chosen: 1) Creating a new matchset {v x i , v y i } and eliminate the one from its existing matchset; 2) Pulling the other node into the existing matchset that already included one node of e xy i j . The action will be chosen for whichever increase the current score of the alignment S(M).
The candidate match connections from the pool are continually selected and merged to form matchsets with the heuristic approach of Simulated Annealing (SA) [18] , until the score function S(·) is optimized to reach the approximate highest score which returns the best global alignment of multiple networks. We embed a converge detector to adaptively terminate the heuristic process which monitors the increment of the score S(M) and automatically terminate the selection and SA procedures (Algrorithm 1) when the gradient of the score increment is less than a given threshold.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Datasets
To evaluate the introduced global multiple network alignment algorithm, we conduct experiments on five PPI networks and compare the results with that of state-of-theart alignment methods. These PPI networks are constructed from five species: Homo sapiens (human), Mus musculus (mouse), Dorsophila melanogaster (fruit fly), Caenorhabditis elegans (worm) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast), which are retrieved from public molecular interaction database IntAct [19] . The corresponding protein sequences are additionally retrieved from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database [20] .
Based on these PPI networks from various species, we construct six datasets, namely Dataset-A,B,C,D,E,F, containing different number of PPI networks with different composition of species, which is detailed in Table I . Blocks of columns indicate the species included in the according dataset. For example, Dataset A contains PPI networks from H.sapiens, M.musculus, and D.melanogaster.
For evaluating the quality of the alignment results with biological criteria, we also retrieve the Gene Ontology (GO) annotations of the proteins from Uniprot-GOA database [21] .
B. Experiment Setups
To obtain biological similarity we calculate E-values between proteins by conducting BLASTP 2.3.0 [23].
E-value threshold is set as e −4 to select the potential homologous protein connections in each bipartite network. Score s e is set to be 1 for W bio in weighting the match connection between two protein nodes whose E-value is less than the threshold according to Equation 2. To contribute topological information with higher-order structure, we set s c as 1 and s t as 3 for W topo when they match the corresponding structures. The parameter α is set as 0.5 to integrate both W bio and W topo for combinatorial weigh W .
Three state-of-the-art algorithms: IsoRankN [9] , SMETANA [10] , and BEAMS [13] are evaluated on the same datasets with the recommended parameters in the original papers for the performance comparisons against our algorithm.
C. Evaluations
The good alignment results of PPI networks should align proteins which are functionally homogeneous, while also cover as many proteins from the aligned species networks as possible. For such reasons, we evaluate the quality and performance of the alignment in these two widely used key directions in the network alignment studies: consistency and coverage. Solely achieving either criterion is relatively easy when sacrificing the other. Therefore, a good alignment algorithm should achieve high and also balanced consistency and coverage. 1) Consistency : We assess the consistency with biological significance of the matchsets obtained from each alignment algorithm by accessing their functional homogeneity. Such functional unifor mity is measured based on the intuitive assumption that if the annotated proteins of a matchset correspond to a set of genes with the same function, then the matchset possesses some consistency in terms of the alignment. The higher consistency for the matchsets generated by an alignment algorithm the better. Two measures, the mean entropy (ME) and the mean normalized entropy (MNE), are applied for the consistency assessment, which utilize Gene Ontology (GO) term for the annotation of the proteins. To calculate Mean Entropy (ME), the entropy E(m) of a matchset m that contains multiple proteins v from different networks is defined as:
where p i is the percentage of all proteins in a matchset m with the annotation G O i , and d represents the total number of different GO terms in m Thus a matchset will hold lower entropy if it has more within-cluster consistency for all of its GO term annotations. Then the mean entropy (ME) of the alignment is calculated by averaging the entropies of all matchsets M generated from the alignment, and the lower the ME of an alignment associated with GO term, the higher its consistency, which indicates the better its biological quality. For Mean normalized Entropy (MNE), similarly to ME, we first give the definition of the normalized entropy NE(m) as: where p i and d share the same interpretation of those in the E(m). The mean normalized entropy (MNE) of the alignment is then computed by averaging the normalized entropy with the matchsets size. The alignment results are better in consistency with lower MNE across all aligned networks as their GO annotations are more functionally coherent. The consistency evaluation results are shown in Fig. 2 . We can see that in general our algorithm achieves nearly identical consistency when compare with BEAMS, which both outperform the consistency of the results produced by IsoRankN and SMETANA while having a better coverage (compared in next section). More comparison details can be seen in Table II . Our algorithm obtains much lower ME as well as MNE then that of IsoRankN and SMETANA on all datasets. Our algorithm also have lower ME and MNE than BEAMS in Dataset-A, C, D, while having slightly higher ME and MNE in other datasets where we gain more coverage benefits which is shown in next section.
2) Coverage: The coverage is an index of the magnitude that an alignment algorithm is able to perceive the aligned networks. The more matchsets and proteins can be produced and covered, the better the alignment quality. Two intuitive measures for coverage are the number of aligned matchsets and the percentage of proteins value (PPV).
The larger the number of matchsets generated by the alignment algorithm that containing proteins from different input networks, the better the algorithm has the quality and explanation capability. PPV is the coverage measure that denotes the percentage of whole set of proteins covered by the aligned matchsets over all the proteins from all input networks. The higher PPV also represent better coverage ability of the alignment algorithm.
The comparison of number of matchsets and PPV for the four alignment algorithms are also recorded in the Table II . We can see that both our algorithm and BEAMS can predict much larger number of matchsets than that of IsoRankN and SMETANA on all datasets. Our algorithm and BEAMS have lower PPV than that of SMETANA. However SMETANA achieved such higher PPV by sacrificing much of the consistency as shown in previous assessment. Among BEAMS and our algorithm, the former one obtains larger number of matchsets than the latter one on all datasets and higher PPV on some of the datasets whereas on Dataset-B, C, E the latter one has higher PPV instead.
3) K-Coverage: Another measure for coverage is called k-coverage. This measure provides further insight than the measure of the aligned matchsets number. K-coverage categorizes the alignment results based on the proteins contained in the matchset that are from k different species.
The k-coverage statistics of the alignments by all four algorithms on all six datasets are summarized in Fig. 3 .
From Fig. 3 we can observe that our algorithms and BEAMS have higher coverage than IsoRankN and SMETANA on all datasets, while BEAMS achieves the highest coverage among all. However when comparing BEAMS with our algorithm, the former one achieves the highest coverage by generating large amount of matchsets whose proteins are from only two species. Meanwhile produce quite small amount of matchsets where k ≥3. For example on the results from Dataset-D (Fig. 3-Dataset-D with value details in first row of each algorithm in Table III) we can see that BEAMS produces up to 2299 matchsets containing proteins from two species, leaving only 403 matchsets and 18 matchsets containing proteins from three and four species respectively. In contrast our algorithm produces less matchsets containing proteins from two species but more matchsets containing proteins from three and four species, especially more than ten times matchsets than BEAMS for four species.
4) K-Consistency: As we noticed, the widely used evaluation measures of consistency (ME&MNE) and coverage (Number of matchsets and PPV) we conducted and analyzed in above sections assess the alignment results from the overall perspective without discriminating the detailed characteristics of different matchsets. While the k-coverage metric does categorize the matchsets by the different number of species k and gives a more detailed insight for the alignment results of multiple PPI networks, it only provides a general sense of the categorized coverage without any assessment of the categorized consistency.
We propose to evaluate the alignment results in extra deep level instead of assessing all the aligned proteins as a whole for every alignment algorithm. We call the consistency evaluation on categorized matchsets k-consistency. Table III shows the more sophisticated inspections on all datasets with categorized consistency and coverage for all alignment algorithms. We calculate ME and MNE for every categorized matchset containing proteins from k different networks as the k-consistency (second and third rows for each algorithm in Table III) .
From the k-consistency analysis we can see from the table that our algorithm produces lower ME and MNE then IsoRankN and SMETANA on every dataset for every different k. In fact our algorithm achieves best k-consistency on all dataset except where BEAMS obtain lower entropies only on partial ME and MNE for some k.
Take the alignment results of Dataset-F that involves 5 PPI networks as an example for the k-consistency evaluation. We can see from the Fig. 4 that the ME and MNE of our algorithm reaches the lowest, representing best consistency that span k = 1 to k = 5, with one exception of BEAMS which only achieves lower k-consistency on k = 4 and k = 5. However with the corresponding k-coverage evaluation, it is not difficult to see the partial lower ME and MNE for k = 4 and k = 5 from BEAMS are achieved by sacrificing large number of corresponding matchsets. On contrary, although obtaining less consistency on k = 4 and k = 5, our algorithm generate much more matchsets (more than six times at k = 4 and more than sixty times at k = 5) then BEAMS in the Dataset-F. For those few where k-consistency higher than the BEAMS, our algorithm achieves at least two times more matchsets than BEAMS on all datasets.
With the deeper-level of inspection by k-consistency we are able to figure out the high overall consistency with low ME and MNE that BEAMS achieved are at the cost of much lower coverage in the matchsets that contain proteins from larger number of species which are more meaningful for the purpose of multiple network alignment. On the other hand, where Fig. 3 . Comparison of k-coverage evaluations for four alignment algorithms on six datasets.
limited part of k-coverage obtained by IsoRankN and SMETANA, they hold lower k-consistency with high ME and MNE. Only our algorithm not only achieves high overall or categorized coverage (always top ranked, at least in second place if not the first), but also obtains high consistency (always top ranked, at least in second place if not the first) especially in the aligned matchsets containing proteins from larger number of species. This favors our algorithm as a more robust method for multiple global alignment, especially being more effective in generating alignment results containing proteins from more than two species with both higher consistency and coverage when input networks scale up.
IV. CONCLUSION
We propose a global alignment algorithm for multiple PPI networks in this paper, where both biological and topological features are utilized to weight the similarity of proteins from multiple different species. We apply triangular motif together with node pairs as higher-order topological feature for weighting in the bipartite networks. Then, we utilize Simulated Annealing approach to heuristically select match connections in forming mutually disjoint matchsets which represent the functionally homologous proteins in the same matchset.
We evaluate the proposed alignment algorithm against three state-of-the-art methods: IsoRankN, SMETANA, and BEAMS. Besides widely used measure metrics of consistency and coverage, we take k-consistency and k-coverage into consideration for the evaluations of their alignment performances, where k is the number of aligned species. Our algorithm and BEAMS both outperform the other two with better consistency and coverage. Further comparisons between our algorithm and BEAMS, as well as other methods, on k-consistency and k-coverage indicate that our algorithm is able to generate more effective alignments with balanced high k-consistency and k-coverage without sacrificing one or another like others do. This is especially demonstrated in the matchsets containing proteins from k species (k ≥ 3) on various datasets, which is more biologically meaningful for the global alignment of multiple PPI networks.
